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Abstract
This study explored the use of social comparison appraisals in adolescents’ lives with particular reference to enhancement appraisals which can be used to counter threats to the self. Social comparison theory has been increasingly used in quantitative research to understand the processes through which societal messages about appearance influence adolescents’ body image. Little is known about the comparison processes used in their daily lives—to whom individuals compare (the target), on what individuals compare (the attribute) and how they compare (comparison appraisal). Based on the analysis of 20 in-depth grounded theory interviews with 12- to 14-year old boys and girls, we suggest that comparison processes are used for the purpose of identity development (core category). Given the opportunity, adolescents spontaneously describe a variety of targets, comparison attributes and comparison appraisals. Peers play an important part in making sense of media images and messages and provide comparison targets themselves. Adolescents are aware of societal standards and pressures and use a range of enhancement appraisals. The positive impact of these might depend on individual characteristics. Findings suggest that enhancement appraisals might have a protective function and should be considered in designing health promotion and prevention programmes.

Introduction
Could social comparison theory better inform health promotion and prevention efforts in the area of adolescents’ body image perceptions? In recent years social comparison theory has been increasingly used as a framework to elucidate how media and peer messages might influence individuals’ perceptions of their bodies [1–5] and elements have been incorporated into pilot prevention programmes [6–8]. Festinger [9] introduced social comparison theory and suggested that individuals process social information by comparing themselves to establish similarities and differences. This information might be sought for a purpose or one might be confronted with it [10]. Depending on the context of the comparison, different comparison appraisals might be employed to deflect threats, learn from others or evaluate one’s standing. A better understanding of the use of comparisons to counter threats might be particularly relevant for prevention of threats to well-being and for health promotion programmes. Asking adolescents not to compare is unlikely to be successful [11]. During adolescence, a challenging phase of maturation, social comparison provides a means of gathering information about the social world. Adolescents need to develop a sense of personal and social identity and adjust to bodily changes [12]. The present study aimed to address the following questions to gain...
a better understanding of adolescents’ experiences from their own perspective: which social comparison appraisals are used by adolescents in their everyday lives—with a particular reference to comparison appraisals in times of threat/uncertainty? What do adolescents compare on? Whom do adolescents compare to?

Social comparison theory
Research in the area of social comparison theory has shown that different comparison appraisals might be used depending on the context of the comparison [10]. Social comparison theory encompasses three types of appraisals: self-evaluation, self-improvement and self-enhancement. Self-evaluation comparisons are used to gather information about one’s own standing in relation to others in terms of attributes, skills and social expectations (e.g. How do my muscles compare to my peers). Self-improvement comparisons are employed to learn how to improve a particular characteristic or for problem solving (e.g. How could I learn from her to be more attractive) [10]. In times of threat or uncertainty, self-enhancement comparisons protect self-esteem and self-worth and allow the individual to maintain positive views about the self [13–15]. Self-enhancement mechanisms identified in the research literature encompass discounting information as not relevant to the self and describing the other as inferior or less advantaged on a particular attribute one feels superior on (e.g. He might be muscular but he has no sense of humour) [10, 16].

A comparison target perceived as similar or relevant (e.g. in terms of age, sex or achievements) might have a greater impact on the outcome of the comparison than a dissimilar target [17, 18]. Additionally, individuals might naturally choose a different attribute on which to compare than that presented by the researchers and tend to selectively take into account various surrounding dimensions that are relevant to them [19, 20].

Social comparison and prevention
Research in the area of body image has mainly focused on evaluative comparisons as evaluation is a central dimension of body image [21]. Treatments for eating disorders and body image dissatisfaction focus on challenging self-evaluations concerned with body shape and weight [22]. A body of work has established that evaluative comparisons are linked to negative outcomes [5, 23–25]. For example, Durkin and Paxton [23] established that evaluative comparisons to idealized female images significantly predicted negative affect in adolescent females. However, not all individuals reacted negatively to media images and messages and of particular interest in terms of prevention is an understanding of why some individuals are not affected [26].

Less work has gone into identifying the role of other aspects of comparisons. Some enhancement comparison processes might be protective and as such have implications for health promotion. Stice and Shaw [27] concluded in a meta-analysis that a focus on established risk factors such as idealized media images and building resilience to these pressures at the individual level might be most fruitful. Programmes that included cognitive interventions to alter maladaptive attitudes produced the most promising effects.

Social comparison, media, peers and body image perception
A review of the body image research literature suggests that there is limited knowledge of the use of the three different comparison appraisals in everyday lives. Research drawing on quantitative data analysis suggests that a high tendency towards evaluative comparisons with attractive targets is contributing to the internalization of a ‘thin’ ideal [24, 25] and mediates the effects of media on body dissatisfaction [28]. Findings suggest that body image dissatisfaction is an increasingly relevant issue for boys with the focus more likely to be on muscularity rather than weight [29–31]. Peers have been shown to be relevant comparison targets and important in making sense of media messages received [3, 32, 33]. Experimental evidence, manipulating mainly evaluative comparison appraisals, has shown that effects of social comparison processes may vary across different ages and for different comparison processes [4, 16, 23, 29, 34,
For example, positive effects have been found for self-enhancement and self-improvement comparisons [16]. However, it has been suggested that improvement comparisons could lead to detrimental effects in the long term as these comparisons are based on a focus upon idealized images [36].

Importance and relevance attached to appearance or internalization of an idealized shape is particularly counterproductive. Research found that negative effects of idealized images on boys and girls are strongest for those with low levels of body satisfaction and high internalization of sociocultural standards [24, 29, 37]. These findings suggest that a better understanding of social comparison processes is crucial for understanding the effects of media images on body dissatisfaction [37].

Although a considerable body of work on body image in the last few years has focused on social comparison theory and its potential to illuminate the influence of media and peers on body image perception, very little qualitative work has been conducted. Not enough is yet known about the underlying process of how the individual interprets and makes sense of idealized media images in his/her everyday life. Thus, the aims of the present study were to describe the nature of social comparison processes mentioned spontaneously by boys and girls—with a particular focus upon enhancement comparisons.

Methods

The most critical requirement of the present study was to capture participants’ own perceptions of and reactions to comparison targets. The method selected as most appropriate was a grounded theory approach based on the work of Strauss and Corbin [38, 39] and Dey [40]. Grounded theory focuses on social processes and social context [41] and is thus especially useful for the study of media. Although Glaser and Strauss [42] initially developed the approach to generate theory, it has been modified to accommodate the elaboration and modification of existing theories [39].

Two schools were approached to collect data from 12- to 14-year old children. The sample was a convenience sample, in that interested participants were identified by teachers. A hierarchical consent procedure was used after institutional ethical approval had been granted. Head teacher’s approval was sought before parents/guardians and then the adolescents themselves were approached. All received information outlining the nature and purpose of the study. The study topic was introduced as experiences with media with an emphasis on appearance. Adolescents were given the opportunity to discuss their potential participation with their parents/guardians before deciding to join the study.

Parents/guardians and participants were assured of confidentiality. All interviews were taped and additional notes made. The researcher transcribed the interviews, using guidelines adapted from Poland [43]. In the quotes included, dots with brackets indicate excluded irrelevant text, while dots without brackets note a pause in the narrative.

Twenty participants volunteered for the study (11 females and 9 males). Data were collected via one-to-one semi-structured interviews, lasting ~45 min each. The interviews took place in a private room in the school setting. Rapport was established through setting a positive tone, seeking information in depth, reflecting on what has been said, and closing the interview on a positive note [44]. Questions focused on specific themes such as types of media consumed (interest in particular sections of magazines, favourite programmes on television) and who with and messages received about physical and personal attributes. Questions were open ended and used to guide the interviews in keeping with the grounded theory approach. New questions were included based on issues emerging in interviews and data analysis. Examples of questions include: What do you like about teen magazines? How do you think magazines influence the way you would like to look? Would you talk with your friends about how people in magazines and on television look? Direct questions about comparisons were only asked towards the end of the interview as research has shown that direct questions might invoke social desirability concerns [20].

We analysed data based on the grounded theory approach as described by Strauss and Corbin [39]...
and Dey [40]. NVivo, a computer-aided analytic software package provided facilities to track searching and coding, sort and re-code and write memos. Collection and interpretation are cyclical, starting with line-by-line coding, which provide the basis for a more in-depth analysis and further data collection, increasing the depth of interpretation. The process is iterative and focuses on the participants’ perceptions. The interviews were read line by line, asking sensitizing (e.g. What is happening here?) and theoretical questions (e.g. How does what this participant is saying connect to what has been said elsewhere?). Coding focused on incidents that demonstrated evidence of comparison appraisals in the data and the targets and attributes under comparison. Theoretical sampling, i.e. extending the sample in ways guided by the emerging theory, was not possible due to the nature of participant recruitment. This was managed by comparing incidents and events in terms of how these give density and variation to the concepts to which they relate [39]. Saturation was achieved for the sample in terms of sufficient details identified [45].

**Results**

The aim of this study was to explore social comparisons to idealized media images and messages with a focus on enhancement comparisons by adolescents. If a core category was drawn from the data, the results suggest that social comparison processes are used to inform ‘identity development’ (core category). Social information is used to define the self and establish norms and boundaries. Such processes are consistent with the notion that adolescence is a time of transition, when adolescents have to develop the self and shape an identity—defining boundaries and differentiating themselves from others [12]. In this context, body image is an important aspect of self-representation [3]. A series of factors were identified as influencing the process of comparison, namely the context in which the comparison occurs, sex and social support networks. Peers played an important role in making sense of the social information received and also as comparison targets.

**Social comparison and peers**

Participants generally indicated that weight and shape did not matter in a close friendship context.

I’m not really bothered about it, it does not matter. Some of my friends are a lot thinner than me but some are bigger, so … (Girl, age 13)

They also expected friends to have very similar attitudes to themselves and to be reassuring.

I’m like yeah, I’m not good-looking, I’m fat, but like in school all my friends are like you look really nice. (Girl, age 12)

Nichter and Vukovic [46] coined the term ‘fat talk’ to describe self-disparaging body talk among close peers. This solicits reassurance and promotes group affiliation, but also emphasizes the value of thinness. Girls who do not engage in fat talk might be seen as perceiving themselves as superior or flawless [47].

Others outside the friendship group might be criticized and teased for their appearance and clothing [48].

Sometimes, but not really ’cause it’s nasty, ’cause they could be talking about us, so. We just say if they look really bad, we just tell them. Cause it’s better to know than walking around and looking stupid all day. (Girl, age 14)

Boys mentioned that girls were always concerned about appearance.

It’s like a girl thing. It’s like … oh she is wearing some tight jeans she looks awful. (Boy, age 13)

Friends are important reference targets given the need to fit in with one’s peer group and be accepted. This also means that more information is available about the other who is familiar and well known [3]. When asked, nearly all participants suggested that physique was not an important attribute, but that central friendship dimensions such as humour,
Personality and trustworthiness were important. This strategy might be used to shift the emphasis from physical shape and size.

It’s personality that’s important, like you can trust your friends and have a laugh together. (Girl, age 13)

Not really, 'cause some of my friends they are like really funny, they are like really nice people. I would not look at them for looks really, 'cause there is people that I know that are like pretty, yeah, and they are just really big headed, so I just go for their personality, 'cause I like really funny people. (Girl, age 14)

Other examples of enhancing might be the following comments, which emphasize skills and comparing on a different attribute (clothes).

I don’t think it is important to be tall and strong. Some tall people can do stuff that small people can’t, but small people can do stuff tall people can’t. (Boy, age 12)

Hm ... if I just feel like down, I just feel like ugly or whatever, I just compare myself to like people that look good, yeah. But I wouldn’t never like say ‘oh I look so much better than someone else’, ‘cause I never really do, ... ‘cause I’m normally not really bothered. But I really kind of like dress not like everyone else. I really kind of like have my own style, that’s what everyone else says, but ‘cause I don’t like, I don’t like being the same. I like being a bit different, so, I’m just not really bothered. (Girl, age 13)

In addition, as described in the literature [47], appearance in terms of clothing and general style was perceived as a representation of the self-denoting group belonging and indicating ways of behaving:

The way you dress is like part of your personality, 'cause if people dress up all posh, people think they might be a bit snobby and if they dress all punk, they might be scared of them. Whatever you wear comes into it, 'cause you want to know what people think if you hang around with someone. ... Like we [close friends] are all like wearing pink and people know we belong together. (Girl, age 13)

A strong focus on evaluative weight and height comparisons with friends was only found in some individuals. These respondents had difficulties in school either making friends and/or being generally accepted. They indicated that they would like to be taller and a different shape and perhaps they felt that this might make a difference to their acceptance by others:

I would like to be muscly, but ... I tried to do some exercises, like rugby and skateboarding, just trying to keep up. But it is just hard .... I do it 'cause I don’t want to get picked on (...). And I would like to be tall, my friends are quite tall and I am short. (Boy, age 13)

My weight ... I would like to be thinner, but that is not always possible. And I love to be really tall. [Interviewer: What difference do you think that would make?] It would make a difference, because I get teased quite a lot in school. I’m changing school anyway because of that. 'Cause I just get picked on for being me. (Girl, age 12)

These comments are consistent with research which suggests that teasing is common in schools and that negative effects are more likely to be experienced by vulnerable boys and girls [49, 50].

Social comparison and the media

The media played an important role in all participants’ lives as entertainment and to share with friends. Specific targets for comparison were chosen because they were perceived either as ‘similar’ (e.g. in age or faced with similar situations and decisions as the participant) or ‘inspiring’ in terms of having some characteristic the participant might want to develop or acquire. Participants mentioned talking about media personalities in school. Girls were more likely to talk about what media personalities
wore and how they looked and boys were more likely to mention sport performances. Both discussed television programmes.

We say things like, they look stupid, but if they want to wear it that’s really their choice. (Girl, age 14)

As found in previous research [32] for girls, teen magazines and soap operas were of particular importance for learning about how other people cope with problems/challenges. Items were discussed with friends in ways that could be described as opportunities to learn about how others deal with problems and challenges:

I like the problem pages in magazines; they are interesting and sometimes helpful like if you can relate to someone’s problem. They can give you good advice. (Girl, age 13)

Teen magazines provide suggestions in terms of clothes, make-up and general appearance and all girls indicated that they liked to have a look at these sections. These can be seen as examples of an improvement motive. Although it is arguable that these are reinforcing the norms of what girls/women should be like, most of the girls participating seemed to have a clear idea of what they liked and what they thought appropriate. Girls made comments about the inappropriateness of the fashion and style suggestions, which were seen as unrealistic for the ‘average girl’.

I read the fashion tips, but they are just really stupid. It’s like no one would wear that. I think it’s ‘cause they are like a lot older than teenagers and they think different things. Some of the things are good though and if I like it, I just go and buy it (...). There are also some decent hair tips, ’cause I love doing hair. (Girl, age 14)

Comparisons in terms of self-improvement can be inspiring if the other is not perceived to be a competitor [51]. Boys seemed to focus more on the development of physical skills and girls more on personal development in terms of socially accepted behaviour and skills. Most of the boys were interested in skateboarding and football and they sought out information about how they could develop their skills. For example, one of the boys played football himself and liked and identified with a football player:

I like Ferdinand, ’cause he is a centre back and I am a centre back and I think he is really good (...). I watch all the matches to see how he does. (Boy, age 12)

Eh … I would like to be fit and strong. Hm, I would like to do a lot of crazy stuff, like skateboarding and bikes and stuff like that (Boy, age 13)

Research has shown that boys are less likely to talk about their bodies and body image perceptions as this is seen as socially unacceptable and only concerns girls [52, 53]. Specifically, it was noted that boys place more importance on functionality than appearance which suggests that talking about sports may provide the framework to discuss personal physical attributes. Boys felt comfortable talking about their body in terms of attributes such as height, speed and strength associated with being successful at sports [52].

Boys were more reticent to admit that they compared with media images on physical attributes, but mentioned media personalities who were perceived as strong and attractive to the opposite sex (e.g. Mel Gibson, James Bond) when asked if there was someone they would like to be like.

I would like to be like Aragorn [Lord of the Rings]. He is like brave and the leader (...) and strong. [Interviewer: Do you want to be strong?] I suppose everyone, like most people want to be strong when they grow up, so I would not mind to be strong. (Boy, age 12)

Boys and girls were aware of the importance attached to the ideal body and appearance. This was particularly mentioned in relation to advertisements:
It’s a good way to sell products, ’cause when you see someone like dead ugly, you just change channel. But when you see someone who is pretty or famous or whatever, you want to see what they are advertising. It’s just you wanna see it. [Interviewer: Would that work for you?] No, but one of my friends just bought a lipstick ’cause she saw one of the famous people wearing it and I thought it was a bit stupid really. (Girl, age 13)

In accordance with previous research [32], participants indicated that the influence of advertisement was low for themselves and greater for others.

Incidents of enhancement/discounting were found particularly in relation to physique and appearance for all boys and girls. The data indicated that participants discounted weight- and shape-related comparisons by suggesting that different expectations applied to different individuals. These expectations were related to the similarity of the ‘other’. Models and stars were described as dissimilar to oneself and thus the standards relevant to them were seen as inappropriate:

Models and stars are different. People expect different things, like different standards apply if you want to be famous. You behave differently. (Girl, age 13)

In contrast to friends and peers, models and stars were expected to have a certain appearance as this was seen as part of their role:

If you are maybe an actress it does matter. If you are a model it definitely does. And if you are a pop star it’s quite important, although not as important as if you are like a model. (Girl, age 12)

Some of the older participants also pointed out that media personalities and models had help and were paid to look different.

I think these people are paid to look different. It is part of what they are. It’s all show anyway. In real life they look nothing like it. (Boy, age 13)

Yeah, like people look good on TV and it’s just ’cause all the stars got these make-up artists. (Girl, age 14)

Another example of enhancing when faced with media personalities might be the following comment, where the emphasis on appearance is shifted to personality.

I go for people with more personality, ’cause I think it’s wrong to judge people by their looks. Some people might be like really pretty or handsome, but they might have the worst personality or something like that. (Girl, age 13)

Most girls talking about media personalities and models showed some ambivalence. On the one hand, gossip about and pictures of media personalities were seen as interesting and fun and models in magazines provided examples of current fashion, on the other hand girls had to negotiate and deal with the societal expectations that these transmit.

Yeah, I do [think about dieting] sometimes. I wouldn’t really, but … I would like to be a bit slimmer, but if you are like this size, then that’s it. I’m not going to diet or nothing because people think I’m fat or something like that. ’Cause it’s just, ’cause you feel like big when you’re just normal against like a little skinny model or something like that, so. No I would not really change much. (Girl, age 13)

Although in general girls felt that weight and shape should not be important, girls in particular acknowledged that in certain situations it might be difficult to avoid comparisons. This was especially true if they generally felt unsure about themselves:

’Cause they [people in the media] are always thin and have perfect skin and stuff. They should really have people of different sizes. (…) ’Cause it makes me feel self-conscious, ’cause I see all these pretty people. It would be better to have a range of people. I don’t think there is a point
in trying to lose weight, really, but it might make me more confident. (…) It’s sometimes I feel a bit rotten and that’s when it pops up. (Girl, age 13)

The girls who mentioned these feelings were asked if they would go on a diet. Most said that they would not as illustrated by this quote:

I’m not going to diet, because people think like I am fat or something like that … I think that diets are really stupid. I think they just waste your time and they just waste your money. (Girl, age 14)

Nichter [47] found that girls were less likely to describe themselves as dieters or say that they were aiming to go on a diet in interviews than previous survey data suggests. Instead, she found that a large proportion of girls were ‘watching’ what they ate. This meant that girls felt more in control as they could decide when and where to watch their weight. Importantly, strategies included eating healthier and eating less junk food.

**Discussion**

As with previous research, the findings of the present study indicate that social comparison theory contributes to our understanding of adolescents’ body image perceptions. It highlights that a better understanding of enhancement appraisals should be used to guide health promotion efforts on an individual’s body image. The experiences elicited from participants emphasize the complexities involved in assessing influences and understanding the mechanisms through which they work. Given the opportunity, participants spontaneously recounted different social comparison appraisals, targets and attributes. Consistent with the literature, social comparisons are activated by situational cues (such as magazine reading) and associated with uncertainty [54–57].

Of particular interest in health promotion terms might be enhancement comparisons. Numerous experimental studies have shown that body dissatisfaction was increased by viewing or reading appearance-focused material or being exposed to peer messages about thinness [5, 27, 34, 37]. In this context, perhaps one of the most important findings of the present study is that participants, when confronted with images that could be perceived as threatening, spontaneously mentioned constructive comparisons like enhancement, such as discounting the information by distancing themselves from the target or attribute (e.g. models and stars are different; it is others that worry about shape) and comparing on a different attribute (e.g. personal characteristics). In the present study, particular interest was focused on comparisons related to physical attributes. However, data suggest that a combination of personal and appearance-related characteristics were important for most participants. The choice of attribute depended on the similarity and relevance of the comparison other and the context and purpose of the comparison. Seeking to compare on attributes other than shape and size is an example of enhancement comparison [13, 20].

Research suggests that individuals might use constructive processes to counter threatening comparisons [10, 58, 59]. In accordance with previous research, the present study suggests that evaluative comparisons are more likely to produce negative effects [16, 60], whereas improvement comparisons could produce positive or negative effects. Improvement comparisons are more likely to have positive outcomes if the individual believes that they might attain the ideal and the other is not perceived as a competitor [61].

Participants’ comments indicated an awareness of societal expectations and standards, but also a critical stance. It is impossible for adolescents to avoid comparisons altogether and it is suggested that enhancement comparisons might be protective when negotiating social expectations. Research in the area of prevention with adults, explicitly or implicitly using enhancement messages focusing on the unrealistic standard of ideal images, has shown promise [6, 8, 31, 62]. Recent studies focusing on adolescents have shown that when encouraged to challenge sociocultural norms, negative effects diminish [7, 63, 64]. For example, Wilksch et al. [7]
introduced a media literacy programme to adolescent boys and girls, which encouraged critical thinking. Pre- and post-intervention scores showed improvements for boys and girls on some of the subscales. Nonetheless, some research suggests that cognitively challenging idealized images may not have protective effects, but through an increase in cognitive processing focus attention on physical appearance [1, 32]. It has to be noted that enhancement comparisons have been operationalized in different ways in different studies. Engeln-Maddox [60] noted that ‘counter-arguments’ or enhancement thoughts listed by college women reflected different types of enhancement comparisons. She found evidence that positive outcomes were associated with counter-arguing, although not significantly. She proposed that enhancement appraisals differ and suggested that in particular a focus on attributes in which one perceives oneself as superior might be protective.

The mass media were found to be pivotal in adolescents’ lives as something to be enjoyed, shared and talked about with peers. Friends and peers played a significant role in making sense of and negotiating the messages and images received. The mass media expound physical norms and expectations of attractiveness, which adolescents need to negotiate [65]. During adolescence, peers become increasingly more important, not only in terms of the support and companionship they can provide but also in terms of creating, understanding and sharing opinions [66, 67]. Friends and media served as comparison targets for participants. Jones [3] suggests that friends and peers are more salient comparison targets for central attributes of close friendships than media celebrities and images, which is consistent with the present study. Physical comparisons were only mentioned by a few individuals. A possible explanation for this could be that the talk in the interviews focused on ‘close friends’. Wertheim et al. [68], in a study using semi-structured interviews with girls, also noted that no peer pressure was spontaneously reported during the interviews. Close friends, especially for girls, can provide a protective and supportive environment [66]. Participants mentioned that negative remarks might be directed at other groups but that friends are very supportive when their own physical appearance was discussed. This might reinforce one’s own group affiliation and provide reassurance although it might reinforce physical standards [47, 49].

It is not possible from this study to suggest how often protective comparisons are made, or how they interact with evaluative shape comparisons, and what long-term effects they have. Feedback from girls suggests that negative evaluative comparisons were made in particular when mood or perception of confidence was low. Sim and Zeman [69] suggest that a normative level of body dissatisfaction exists. They found that body dissatisfaction alone was not sufficient to prompt disordered eating, but a decreased emotional awareness (ability to recognize and voice feelings) and deficiencies in coping. In agreement with previous research [22, 48, 49, 70, 71], participants who seemed to have difficulties with peer acceptance and/or a greater focus on physical attributes as salient mentioned negative experiences when comparing themselves.

Boys were more reticent to talk about physical comparisons. This is consistent with previous qualitative research, which suggests that boys are more likely to deny physical comparisons and describe body image as a ‘feminine or gay issue’ [52] and only discuss muscularity in the context of sports [53]. The present study used a mixed group to explore the use of social comparison appraisals in everyday life. The existence of sex differences was a recurrent theme. However, further research is needed in order to definitively characterize such sex differences.

There are other limitations to the present study. Being conducted with a small homogenous sample to explore the use of social comparison in adolescents’ own words limits the generalizability of the findings. Wood [20] points out that asking participants to self-report social comparisons might lead to inaccurate reporting due to a lack of awareness, social desirability/self-deception and problems in recall and selectivity. Efforts were made to address social desirability by creating rapport with participants and asking direct questions about comparison.
towards the end of the interview. Some participants when asked directly if they compared themselves were either reticent about admitting comparisons or stated that they were unaware of making comparisons. Nonetheless, participants spontaneously voiced numerous comparisons throughout the previous phase of the interviews. Giving participants the opportunity for free response makes it more likely that naturally selected targets and comparison attributes were disclosed [72]. A study addressing social desirability bias found a small but significant correlation between social desirability scores and measures of disordered eating [73]. It was not possible from the present study to determine if the responses varied for adolescents with differing levels of body dissatisfaction. Future research is needed to examine possible differences in the type and frequency of social comparison appraisals used.

This study has important theoretical and preventive implications in the area of body dissatisfaction. The theoretical implication of the study is to demonstrate that different enhancement comparisons are used by adolescents such as discounting and comparing on a different dimension in the context of body image and media and peer messages. We suggest that further research, including measures of personal characteristics, is needed with adolescents to establish the effect of enhancement comparisons. Extending knowledge in the area of how comparisons are used by different individuals could provide insight into how interventions could be sensitive to individual variations. The present study suggests that comparisons with peers and media are closely interwoven, which might need to be taken into account in efforts to prevent behaviours that have a negative impact on health. It has been argued that even if individuals challenge the idealized image, they are often convinced that others ‘buy’ into these norms and that they will be judged by these standards [11, 32]. Changes in society are less likely to occur. Comparisons are unavoidable and might play an important part in negotiating societal norms for adolescents. Prevention efforts which teach individuals to challenge these images and unrealistic standards within their social context might be particularly important. An example how this might apply to practice is an eating disorders prevention programme by Stice et al. [74] where girls engaged in verbal, written and behavioural exercises in which they critiqued the thin ideal. It is vital to focus on the facilitation of naturally occurring enhancement appraisals which might have a protective function. In particular, the ability of comparing on a different attribute one feels superior on and distancing oneself from the comparison other might be useful strategies when faced with idealized media images.
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